
In a frenetic digital world it is a pure and restorative 
pleasure to sit for a few minutes with a beautiful book 

and savour a poem. This gorgeous volume brings 
together a treasure trove of over a hundred of the most 

cherished poems in the language, verses that have 
soaked into our memories from our earliest days.

Arranged thematically so that readers can find a poem 
to suit any mood, Best-Loved Poems reacquaints 

readers with old friends, from Christopher Robin and 
Miss Joan Hunter Dunn to the Lady of Shalott.

The Owl and the Pussy-cat went to sea • How do I love 
thee? Let me count the ways • In Xanadu… • O, to be 
in England • I wandered lonely as a cloud • Loveliest of 
trees, the cherry now • Whose woods these are I think 
I know • Glory be to God for dappled things • Tyger 

Tyger burning bright • Do not go gentle into that good 
night • They’re changing the guards at Buckingham 

Palace • Twas the night before Christmas • Gather ye 
rosebuds while ye may.

Ana Sampson’s poetry anthologies have sold over 80,000 copies and include I Wandered Lonely as a 
Cloud… and Other Poems you Half-Remember from School, the number 3 poetry bestseller of 2009. 
She has appeared on television and radio discussing books, book clubs, teenage diaries and poetry and 
contributed features to newspapers and magazines. She tweets as @Anabooks.

Media Opportunities:
• Ana is an experienced broadcaster and available for interview
• Author articles: the benefits of learning poetry by heart / our favourite poems – and what 

they say about us / Poems for everyone eg anxious, bereaved, in love, an exhausted parent, a 
reluctant young reader

• Bespoke quiz features on poetry and poets
• Ideal for Christmas gift round-ups
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